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Summary. The link between different psychophysiological measures during emotion episodes
is not well understood. To analyse the functional relationship between electroencephalography
(EEG) and facial electromyography (EMG), we apply historical function-on-function regression
models to EEG and EMG data that were simultaneously recorded from 24 participants while
they were playing a computerised gambling task. Given the complexity of the data structure
for this application, we extend simple functional historical models to models including random
historical effects, factor-specific historical effects, and factor-specific random historical effects.
Estimation is conducted by a component-wise gradient boosting algorithm, which scales well
to large data sets and complex models.
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1. Introduction
Bioelectrical signals such as electromyography (EMG), electroencephalography (EEG) or electro-
cardiogram (ECG) are variations in electrical energy that carry information about living systems
(Semmlow and Griffel, 2014). An appropriate analysis of bioelectrical signals, usually obtained
in the form of time series data, is a crucial point in many research areas, including (tele-)medi-
cine, automotive technology, and psychology (Kang et al., 2006; Kaniusas, 2012). In the field of
cognitive affective neuroscience, a particular interest lies in the link of measured brain activity
recorded with the EEG, and peripheral response systems such as the heart rate or facial muscle
activity. In this context, our motivating study (Gentsch et al., 2014) investigated the coherence
between emotion components. In componential emotion theory, an emotional episode is thought
to be an emergence of coherent or temporally correlated changes in emotion components, such
as appraisals or facial expressions. This is referred to as synchronisation (Grandjean and Scherer,
2009).
The emotion components data. In the study of Gentsch et al., brain activity (EEG) as well
as facial muscle activity (EMG) was simultaneously recorded. The data set at hand consists of
time series of 384 equidistant observed time points for both EEG and EMG signals, eight different
study settings (conditions in a computerised gambling game) and 24 participants. The traditional
approach of analysing EEG and EMG data is to calculate the average signal for each participant
across all trials of one study setting. For EEG data, this is referred to as event-related potential
analysis (see, e.g., Pfurtscheller and da Silva, 1999). Such an aggregation yields a reduced data
set of N = 8 ·24 ·384 = 73, 728 observed data points. At each of the N time points, measurements
are available for three EMG and 64 EEG electrodes. Figure 1 depicts one EEG and EMG signal for
one participant and all eight study settings with a common starting point of 200ms after stimulus
onset.
Efferent signals from the brain (signals originating from the brain) innervate or activate fa-
cial muscles (see, e.g., Rinn, 1984). Therefore, it should be possible to trace back facial muscle
activity recorded with facial EMG to brain activity captured with EEG. As certain cognitive pro-
cesses can be related to different brain areas and facial regions, our particular interest lies in
investigating the link between a selected EEG electrode signal and a specific EMG signal. We
expect any association between these two signals to (a) be time-varying, (b) exhibit a temporal
lag that is a priori unknown (even though a minimum lag can be inferred from the literature),
(c) be specific to a study setting and / or (d) be only present during certain time intervals.
Existing methods for detecting synchronisation. Previous approaches to detect synchrony in
brain activity and autonomic physiology data have mostly focused on coherence or cross-corre-
lation. Examinations of EEG and EMG synchronisation can, inter alia, be found in Hollenstein
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Fig. 1: Example for one EEG signal (Fz electrode) and one EMG signal (frontalis muscle for
raising eyebrows) of one participant, averaged over all trials for each of the eight possible game
conditions (line colours)
and Crowell (2014); Mima and Hallett (1999); Brown (2000); Mima et al. (2000a,b); Grosse
et al. (2002); Quiroga et al. (2002); Bortel and Sovka (2006); Hashimoto et al. (2010). While
coherence is a function of the frequency measuring the explained variance of one time series by
another time series in the frequency-domain, cross-correlation is a function of time, yielding the
correlation of two time series for a given lag (see, e.g., Pawitan, 2005). With the aim to relate
different time points of two signals to each other, we focus on methods in the time-domain.
Established methods are, however, concerned with the estimation of the association between
two observed time series rather than the analysis of a large number of time series observations
given in pairs of two signals. This applies for (cross-)correlation, which additionally does not
provide the possibility to take covariates into account, as well as for other methods such as the
generalised synchronisation approach based on the state-space representation (Diab et al., 2013)
or autoregressive times series approaches (see e.g. Ozaki, 2012). Furthermore, most of these
approaches require the definition of a specific or a maximum time lag.
Function-on-function regression. As both the EEG and the EMG signal can be understood
as noisy observations of functional variables, function-on-function regression approaches offer
another possibility to describe and infer the relationship of such time series (see Morris, 2015,
for a recent review). Function-on-function regression models adapt the principle of standard
regression by allowing for a functional response as well as functional covariates. The so called
historical model (Malfait and Ramsay, 2003; Harezlak et al., 2007) is one possibility to explain
a functional response Y (t), t ∈ T = [T1, T2] with T1, T2 ∈ R, using a linear effect of the complete
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history of a functional covariate X(s), s ∈ T :
E(Y (t)|X = x) =
∫ t
T1
x(s)β(s, t)ds. (1)
In contrast to the existing approaches discussed above, historical models allow us to relate a
given time point of one time series to more than one time point in [T1, t] of another time series.
Early core work on functional historical models is limited to historical models with only one
functional covariate. A multitude of application possibilities are conceivable and historical mod-
els have been used in different research areas including health and biological science (Malfait
and Ramsay, 2003; Harezlak et al., 2007; Gervini, 2015; Brockhaus et al., 2016b). Brockhaus
et al. (2016b) extended the framework of a simple historical model as in (1) to functional regres-
sion models with a high number of functional historical effects and potentially further covariate
effects by utilizing gradient boosting for estimation.
Alternative estimation procedures for flexible function-on-function regression models includ-
ing historical effects are based on a mixed model representation (cf. Scheipl et al., 2015) or
component-wise gradient boosting (cf. Brockhaus et al., 2015, 2016b). These are implemented
in the pffr-function of the R package refund (Huang et al., 2015) and in the R package FDboost
(Brockhaus and Ru¨gamer, 2016), respectively.
Proposed approach. In order to reflect the study design in this application, we extend func-
tional historical models to historical effects that vary over one or two (penalised) categorical
covariates to allow for subject-, setting- and subject-by-setting-specific effects. We provide math-
ematical concepts for the construction of design matrices, penalty matrices as well as suitable
identifiability constraints. We integrate these concepts into the framework of Brockhaus et al.
(2015, 2016b) and implement them for estimation via component-wise gradient boosting. We
also speed up the estimation by making use of our particular model structure. By carrying out
estimation with component-wise gradient boosting as in Brockhaus et al. (2015), our approach
has several advantages. In particular, it can fit multiple factor-, subject- as well as subject-by-
factor-specific functional effects, which is not possible in alternative approaches for function-on-
function regression such as implemented in the pffr-function in the R package refund (Huang
et al., 2015). Furthermore, the algorithm allows for different loss functions and thus covers mod-
els beyond mean regression (Kneib, 2013), e.g., median, robust or quantile regression. It can
deal with high-dimensional data sets that often go hand in hand with multi-sensor bioelectrical
signal data collections, as well as settings with more covariates than observations. Our approach
is able to find multi-modal effect surfaces and band effects, thereby covering special cases of time
series approaches. In addition, we derive options to reduce computation time as well as memory
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storage considerably and address the question of uncertainty in complex boosted models.
The remainder of this paper describes the proposed model and method in section 2, presents
the gradient boosting algorithm in section 3 and covers a simulation study in section 4. We
apply boosted historical models to the emotion components data in section 5 and conclude with
a discussion in section 6. Our proposed methods are implemented in the R package FDboost, an
extension of the model based boosting package mboost (Hothorn et al., 2016). The R code for
our simulation as well as code and data for our application is provided in an online repository
(https://github.com/davidruegamer/BoostingSignalSynchro).
2. Functional response models and historical effects
After outlining the functional historical model in 2.1, we extend the model of Brockhaus et al.
(2016b) to models with functional historical terms interacting with categorical covariates and to
random functional historical effects in subsection 2.2.
2.1. Functional historical models
We focus on additive functional regression models of the form (Brockhaus et al., 2015, 2016b)
ξ(Y (t)|X = x) = h(x)(t) =
J∑
j=1
hj(x)(t), (2)
where ξ is a transformation function for the conditional distribution of the functional response
Y (t), t ∈ T . In our application ξ is equal to the conditional expectation E, although it could
also be e.g. the (pointwise) median or a quantile. The covariate set x comprises functional
observations x1(·), . . . , xpx(·) and scalar covariates z1, . . . , zpz with p := px + pz. hj(x)(t) are
partial effects, which can depend on scalar as well as on functional covariates. In particular, this
general model class includes models with one or more historical effects
hj(x)(t) =
∫ u(t)
l(t)
xkj (s)βj(s, t)ds, (3)
kj ∈ {1, . . . , px}, which can have general integration limits l(t) and u(t), e.g., defined by l(t) = T1
and u(t) = t, l(t) = t − δ and u(t) = t or partial histories l(t) = t − δl and u(t) = t − δu, t >
δl > δu > 0 as in Harezlak et al. (2007). Functional historical effects are particularly suited
to settings where both response Y (t) and covariates Xkj (s) are observed over the same time
interval, s, t ∈ T .
In practice, xkj (·) is observed on a grid s1, . . . , sR and the integral as well as the smooth
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coefficient surface βj(s, t) in (3) must be approximated. We use numerical integration and a
tensor product spline basis expansion, respectively. For k = 1, . . . ,Kx, l = 1, . . . ,Kt define the
basis functions Φsj,k(s) and Φ
t
j,l(t) for the s- and the t-direction of the coefficient surface βj(s, t),
respectively. Let θj,k,l be the corresponding basis coefficients and ∆(sr) numerical integration
weights for the observed time points sr. Then, the historical effect can be represented by (Scheipl
et al., 2015; Brockhaus et al., 2016b)∫ u(t)
l(t)
xkj (s)βj(s, t) ds ≈ Bj(xkj , t)θj (4)
with θj = (θj,1,1, . . . , θj,Kx,Kt)
>, Bj(xkj , t) = B
x
j (xkj , t)⊗Btj(t) using the Kronecker-product ⊗
and by defining
Bxj (xkj , t) =
[
R∑
r=1
∆(sr)xkj (sr, t)Φ
s
j,1(sr) · · ·
R∑
r=1
∆(sr)xkj (sr, t)Φ
s
j,Kx(sr)
]
as well as Btj(t) = [Φ
t
j,1(t) · · · Φtj,Kt(t)]. Let I(·) be the indicator function. Following Scheipl
et al. (2015), for n observed curves xkj ,1(·), . . . , xkj ,n(·) at grid points sr, xkj (sr, t) = xkj (sr) ·
I{l(t) ≤ sr ≤ u(t)} and response observations yi(ti,d) at potentially curve specific time points
ti,d ∈ T , i = 1, . . . , n, d = 1, . . . , Di, N =
∑n
i=1Di, the design matrix of a historical effect can be
summarised by
Bj := Bxj Btj = (Bxj ⊗ 1>Kt) ∗ (1>Kx ⊗Btj), (5)
where Bxj ∈ RN×Kx with rows Bxj (xkj ,i, ti,d), Btj ∈ RN×Kt with rows Btj(ti,d),  is the row-
wise tensor product, ∗ the Hadamard product (element-wise matrix multiplication) and 1>a a
row-vector of length a. In the supplemental material, we provide a simple example of how to
interpret estimated coefficient surfaces of historical effects, as we believe that this is an important
part in using historical models.
Regularisation of the coefficient vector θj in (4) is achieved by an anisotropic penalty. Using
the marginal penalties P xj ∈ RKx×Kx and P tj ∈ RKt×Kt of the historical effect basis in s- and
t-direction, respectively, a quadratic penalty term can be constructed as
θ>j Pj θj = θ>j
[
λxj (P
x
j ⊗ IKt) + λtj(IKx ⊗ P tj )
]
θj = θ
>
j
[
λxjP
x
j ⊕ λtjP tj
]
θj , (6)
where λxj , λ
t
j ≥ 0 are smoothing parameters and ⊕ is the Kronecker-sum (Wood, 2006; Scheipl
et al., 2015). More details on the penalisation and potential extensions can be found in the next
subsection. Similarly, penalised basis expansions as in (4), (5), and (6) can also be constructed
for a multitude of other effects of scalar and / or functional covariates, including all effects of
scalar covariates in our proposed model for the emotion components data (Scheipl et al., 2015;
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Brockhaus et al., 2015).
In addition to ordinary historical effects, this approach can incorporate a time-varying inter-
cept hj(x)(t) = α(t) as well as time-varying categorical or random effects
hj(x)(t) = γj,e(t) · I(zqj = e), (7)
where qj ∈ {1, . . . , pz}, zqj is a categorical covariate with levels e ∈ {1, . . . , η} and γj,e(t) the
corresponding time-varying coefficient. The smoothness of the coefficient functions α(t) and
γj,e(t) is obtained with a spline basis representation as in (4) and a Kronecker sum penalty
as in (6) with P xj set to zero for categorical effects and P
x
j = IKz for (independent) functional
random effects (see Brockhaus et al., 2015, for more details). In particular, for functional random
effects, the quadratic penalty in (6) is equivalent to a normal distribution assumption on θj with
zero mean and covariance proportional to the generalised inverse of Pj (Brumback et al., 1999),
inducing a Gaussian process assumption for the functional random effects. Furthermore, we
consider interaction effects of zqj and a second categorical covariate zq′j with levels f = 1, . . . , ϕ
of the form
hj(x)(t) = ρj,e,f (t) · I(zqj = e) · I(zq′j = f). (8)
Identifiability constraints for time-varying categorical effects such as (7) and (8) are discussed in
the following subsection.
2.2. Factor-specific historical effects
In light of our application, we newly introduce factor-specific historical effects for functional
regression models. Factor-specific historical effects can be useful when historical effects are
assumed to vary, e.g., between different study settings or subjects. First, consider a categorical
covariate zqj with levels e = 1, 2, . . . , η and a functional covariate xkj (s), which is modeled via
a historical effect. A simple additive model of the form (2) would then include a main historical
effect (3) and a factor-specific historical effect
hj(x)(t) = I(zqj = e) ·
∫ u(t)
l(t)
xkj (s)βj,e(s, t)ds. (9)
Given a total ofN observations and the covariate vector zqj =
[
(zqj ,1 ⊗ 1D1)>, . . . , (zqj ,n ⊗ 1Dn)>
]>
the factor-specific historical effect is constructed similarly to (5). The design matrix is extended
to
Bj = Bzj (zqj )Bxj Btj = B˜xj Btj , (10)
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whereBzj (zqj ) is a design matrix for the factor variable depending on the constraints on βj,e(s, t)
(see below) and B˜xj = B
z
j (zqj ) Bxj . An important special case is given for the unconstrained
estimation of βj,e when the observations are sorted by the factor levels e = 1, . . . , η. This yields
a block-diagonal incidence matrix for Bzj (zqj ) = diag(1κ1 ,1κ2 , . . . ,1κη ) ∈ RN×η and a N × ηKx
block-diagonal matrix for B˜xj = diag(B
x
j,1, . . . ,B
x
j,η). Here, B
x
j,e ∈ Rκe×Kx contains the rows∑e−1
k=1 κk + 1, . . . ,
∑e
k=1 κk of B
x
j corresponding to all rows with factor level e and κe being the
total number of observation points for factor level e. This special structure can be exploited for
a more efficient computational implementation (see section 3.2 for more details).
When the historical effect of xkj is not only factor- or subject-specific, but varies for a categor-
ical covariate zqj with levels e = 1, 2, . . . , η as well as for subjects zq′j with levels f = 1, 2, . . . , ϕ,
we let
hj(x)(t) = I(zqj = e) · I(zq′j = f) ·
∫ u(t)
l(t)
xkj (s)βj,e,f (s, t)ds. (11)
The design matrix for the random factor-specific historical effect or doubly-varying historical effect
(11) is then defined by extending Bzj (zqj ) in (10) to
Bzj (zqj , zq′j ) = B
z
j (zqj )Bzj (zq′j ).
For these factor-specific historical effects (9) and (11), we have to carefully consider their iden-
tifiability and regularisation.
Identifiability constraints. In order to ensure that the main historical effect is separable from
the factor-specific historical effects and vice versa, we impose the following constraint when both
are included in the model:
η∑
e=1
ψe · βj,e(s, t) = 0 ∀t ∈ T , s ∈ [l(t), u(t)], (12)
where ψe are weights for each level e = 1, . . . , η of the factor variable. Specifically, for observed
curves i = 1, . . . , n, we use ψe =
∑n
i=1 I(zqj ,i = e), which coincides with equal weighting in
the case of balanced factor levels. This also allows βj(s, t) in (9) to be interpretable as average
historical effect over the η subgroups. (12) ensures identifiability because the factor-specific
historical effects are centred around the surface of the main effect for models including both (3)
and (9).
For the doubly-varying historical effects to be defined as deviations from both factor-specific
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historical effects, we impose the constraints
η∑
e=1
ψe,f · βj,e,f (s, t) = 0 ∀ t ∈ T , s ∈ [l(t), u(t)], f ∈ {1, . . . , ϕ} and (13)
ϕ∑
f=1
ψe,f · βj,e,f (s, t) = 0 ∀ t ∈ T , s ∈ [l(t), u(t)], e ∈ {1, . . . , η}, (14)
for which we use the weights ψe,f =
∑n
i=1 I(zqj ,i = e, zq′j ,i = f).
To ensure identifiability and interpretability of the whole model, further constraints must be
placed on effects other than the historical effects, i.e., when including time-varying effects in the
model. As in Scheipl et al. (2015) and Brockhaus et al. (2015), all time-varying effects in our
models are specified as deviations from the smooth intercept α(t). This ensures the identifiability
of each effect and allows for a meaningful interpretation (as deviation from the sample mean
α(t)). Consider the factor variable zqj and an effect as in (7). We then impose
∑η
e=1 ψe ·γj,e(t) =
0 ∀ t ∈ T . A similar constraint is enforced for interaction effects (8) with coefficients ρj,e,f (t):∑η
e=1 ψe,f · ρj,e,f (t) = 0∀ t ∈ T , f ∈ {1, . . . , ϕ} and
∑ϕ
f=1 ψe,f · ρj,e,f (t) = 0∀ t ∈ T , e ∈
{1, . . . , η}, i.e., each interaction effect has to be centred around its corresponding main effects.
For details on the implementation, see section B in the supplementary material.
Parameterisation. The separation of the factor-specific historical effect and the corresponding
main historical effect together with constraint (12) is particularly useful in the light of model se-
lection. However, an alternative model formulation that does not separte main and factor-specific
historical effects may sometimes be beneficial for the interpretation of estimated effects and the
simplicity of the model definition. A historical model with a main and factor-specific historical
effects can be rewritten as
∫ u(t)
l(t)
xkj (s)
(
βj(s, t) + I(zqj = e) ·βj,e(s, t)
)
ds, combining main and
factor-specific historical effects by estimating the sum β˜j,e(s, t) :=
(
βj(s, t) + I(zqj = e) · βj,e(s, t)
)
and thereby making constraint (12) obsolete.
Regularisation. For the regularisation of a factor-specific historical effect, the penalty depends
on whether we want to regularise over the factor levels, e.g., for “random historical effects”, or
not, e.g., for study settings. In general, the quadratic penalty matrix in (6) is extended to an
anisotropic penalty
Pj =
(
λzjP
z
j ⊕
[
λxjP
x
j ⊕ λtjP tj
])
, (15)
where P zj is the Kz × Kz marginal penalty matrix over the factor levels and λxj , λtj , λzj are the
smoothing parameters controlling the regularisation of the historical effect part in s- as well
as t-direction and of the factor variable part, respectively. Usually, Kz is the number of factor
levels (minus one, depending on the constraint on the effect) and P zj is a simple Ridge penalty
P zj = IKz . Whereas the factor-specific historical effect is therefore shrunk towards the main
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historical effect in a model with both, main and factor-specific historical effect, the penalty in
the alternative parametrisation without constraint on the factor-specific historical effect enforces
shrinkage of βj,e towards zero. In practice, the s- and t-directions of the historical effect are
typically measured on the same scale (i.e., time), thus we introduce an isotropic penalty for the
historical effect part by defining λtj ≡ λxj =: λhj and P xj ⊕ P tj =: Phj . For the doubly-varying
historical effect (11), the term λzjP
z
j in (15) is replaced by
[
λzjP
z
j ⊕ λz
′
j P
z′
j
]
. If one or both
factors are not penalised, the corresponding penalty matrices are set to zero.
3. Estimation: Component-wise gradient boosting
The estimation via component-wise gradient boosting (Bu¨hlmann and Hothorn, 2007; Brockhaus
et al., 2015) has several advantages. The main advantage of using component-wise boosting over
conventional estimation procedures lies in the nature of component-wise fitting, as the feasibility
of component-wise fitting procedures only depends on the most complex individual component.
Adding partial effects step-by-step, boosting provides implicit variable selection and allows for
model estimation in settings with J > n or p > n.
3.1. Component-wise gradient boosting
The component-wise gradient boosting algorithm for a function-on-function regression model
was introduced by Brockhaus et al. (2015), and is based on the functional gradient descent
(FGD) algorithm (cf. Bu¨hlmann and Hothorn, 2007; Hothorn et al., 2016).
Loss function and empirical risk. In general, the component-wise FGD algorithm aims to
minimize the expected loss E(Y,X)(ρ((Y,X), h)) for response Y and covariatesX with respect to
the additive predictor h for a suitable loss function ρ. The loss is determined by the underlying
regression problem, e.g., the L2-loss for mean regression. In order to adapt the principle of FGD
to functional observations, the loss function ` for a whole trajectory is defined as `((Y,X), h) =∫
T ρ((Y,X), h)(t) dt, i.e., the integrated pointwise loss ρ over the domain T . For potentially
functional observations (yi,xi), i = 1, . . . , n, the objective function, the risk, is then given by
E(Y,X)(`((Y,X), h)) and the FGD algorithm for functional regression models aims at minimizing
the empirical risk
n−1
n∑
i=1
Di∑
d=1
wiΥ(ti,d)ρ((yi,xi), h)(ti,d),
where sampling weights wi are used to select or deselect all observations of one functional
trajectory in resampling approaches and Υ(t) are weights of a numerical integration scheme
used to approximate the integrated loss ` (Brockhaus et al., 2016b) .
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Routine and baselearners. In each step, the FGD algorithm evaluates a set of baselearners (in
this case corresponding to penalised regression for the partial effects hj), chooses the baselearner
that best fits the negative gradient at the current estimate − ∂∂ hE(Y,X)(`((Y,X), h)) and updates
the fit in light of this choice. As in representation (4), we assume that every baselearner can be
represented as a linear effect in θj ∈ RKj , i.e. hj(x)(t) = Bj(xkj , t)θj , with suitable penalty,
e.g., (6) or (15).
Algorithm. The full algorithm is given by the following five steps:
Step 1: Set m = 0; Initialise the estimates, e.g. θˆ[m]j ≡ 0 for each baselearner j ∈ {1, . . . , J},
and define hˆ[m](x)(t) =
∑J
j=1Bj(x, t)θˆ
[m]
j ; choose a step-length ν ∈ (0, 1] and a maximal
stopping iteration mstop.
Step 2: Compute the negative gradient − ∂∂ hρ((y,x), h) and define the so called pseudo residuals
ui(ti,d) := − ∂
∂ h
ρ((yi,xi), h)(ti,d)
∣∣∣∣
h=hˆ[m]
.
Step 3: Fit the baselearners j = 1, . . . , J to the pseudo residuals
ϑˆj = argmin
ϑ∈RKj
n∑
i=1
Di∑
d=1
wiΥ(ti,d)
{
ui(ti,d)−Bj(xkj ,i, ti,d)ϑ
}2
+ ϑ>Pjϑ
and find the best-fitting j∗th baselearner such that
j∗ = argmin
j=1,...,J
n∑
i=1
Di∑
d=1
wiΥ(ti,d)
{
ui(ti,d)−Bj(xkj ,i, ti,d)ϑˆj
}2
.
Step 4: Set θˆ[m+1]j∗ = θˆ
[m]
j∗ + νϑˆj∗ , θˆ
[m+1]
j = θˆ
[m]
j ∀ j 6= j∗ and update hˆ[m] accordingly.
Step 5: Set m = m+ 1; as long as m ≤ mstop, repeat steps 2 — 5.
The final model with corresponding parameters θˆm
∗
j , j = 1, . . . , J , m
∗ ∈ {1, . . . ,mstop} is chosen
from the set of mstop estimated models via cross-validation or other resampling methods on the
level of curves (Brockhaus et al., 2015) in order to prevent over-fitting. This so called early
stopping of the boosting procedure introduces regularisation on coefficient estimates (Zhang
and Yu, 2005).
3.2. Unbiased baselearner selection and smoothing parameter computation
It is important to set equal degrees of freedom dfj for every baselearner j for a fair selection of
baselearners (Hofner et al., 2011). A regularisation over factor levels for categorical covariates
with a moderate or large number of factor levels is thus often necessary in practice as dfj would
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otherwise become very large. The smoothing parameters λj , which have a one-to-one correspon-
dence with dfj , must therefore be computed and fixed appropriately beforehand for j = 1, . . . , J .
Model complexity and smoothness is then controlled for fixed ν by the stopping iteration, which
is chosen by resampling.
The FDboost package, based on the mboost package, uses the Demmler-Reinsch orthogonal-
ization (DRO, see, e.g., Ruppert et al., 2003), which avoids repeated matrix inversions to effi-
ciently find a suitable λj . Nonetheless, computing the DRO may be very expensive, particularly
for factor- and subject-specific historical effects, due to a singular value decomposition (SVD),
and can take up to 99% of total computing time. To tackle this problem, on the one hand, we
recommend reducing the number of knots for (doubly-)varying historical effects to a small num-
ber (e.g., four), if this is not expected to lead to unwanted oversmoothing. On the other hand,
we exploit the model structure for factor-specific historical effects and derive a presentation that
allows for a blockwise SVD with computation time on the order of an ordinary historical effect.
This reduces overall computation time dramatically (see section C in the supplementary material
for more details). For the application in section 5, for example, the most complex model with
partially aggregated data could be fitted in under 16 minutes with less than 45 gigabyte RAM,
whereas the brute-force method (fitting the model with ten knots without exploitation of the
model structure) failed, exceeding the memory limit of 1 terabyte RAM after running for more
than 10 days. Although the first approach can be a good (approximate) ad-hoc solution, the
second approach is exact and thus generally recommended if feasible.
3.3. Quantification of uncertainty
Due to the large fluctuation in bioelectrical signals, a very important aspect in the analysis of such
signals is the assessment and quantification of uncertainty. For the detection of synchronisation
with a large number of potentially relevant time intervals of both signals, “significant” effects
for specific time point combinations are of particular interest. Apart from rank based p-values
provided in the context of Likelihood-based boosting (Binder et al., 2009) using permutations of
the response, no general inferential framework in the classical statistical sense exists for boost-
ing methods. An alternative approach is stability selection (Meinshausen and Bu¨hlmann, 2010),
which evaluates the importance of explanatory variables by looking at the stability of term se-
lection under subsampling and has already been adapted for functional regression boosting (see
e.g., Brockhaus et al., 2015). In the emotion components application, however, the applied re-
search question defines the chosen covariates and the statistical analysis needs to address the
uncertainty of estimated coefficient surfaces. We therefore use a non-parametric curve-level
bootstrap to assess the variability of estimated effects. Due to the shrinkage effect of boosting,
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the corresponding bootstrap intervals are useful for variability quantification of the regularised
coefficients, but are on average not centred at the true coefficient surface, unlike unbiased es-
timators. In consequence, the distribution of bootstrap estimates does not provide valid confi-
dence intervals. In the following section, we investigate whether dispite the shrinkage effect,
variability bands can be used at least to assess point-wise difference from zero. As simulation
results suggest, these variability bands find most of the truly non-zero surface regions in all of
our simulation settings.
4. Simulations
We provide results for the estimation performance of simple historical effects (subsection 4.1),
factor-specific historical effects (subsection 4.2) and for the uncertainty quantification via boot-
strap (subsection 4.3). In section 4.4, we briefly address results on different parametrisations
and boosting step-lengths.
Similar to our application, we use historical effects with integration limits l(t) = T1 =
0 and u(t) = t − δ with δ = 0.025. We compare the estimated surface with the underly-
ing true function and, wherever possible, with an estimate using a functional additive mixed
model as implemented in the pffr-function in R package refund (Scheipl et al., 2015). Apart
from visual comparisons, we estimate the relative integrated mean squared error (reliMSE)∫∫
(βˆ(s, t) − β(s, t))2 ds dt · (∫∫ β(s, t)2 ds dt)−1 by its discrete approximation in order to com-
pare the estimates of our method, referred to as FDboost.
Simulation settings were generally based on n ∈ {80, 160, 320, 640} number of observed
curves with Di ≡ D ∈ {20, 40, 60} observed grid points per trajectory, a signal-to-noise ratio
SNR ∈ {0.1, 1, 10}. For the following subsections the combinations were customised or re-
stricted accordingly, in particular for simulations with very time-consuming bootstrap calcula-
tions. Whereas the number of curves in our application n = 184 is within the range of simulated
settings, we use fewer observations per trajectory in our simulations than available in our ap-
plication (D = 384) in order to reduce computational time. Increasing sampling density D
from 60 to 180 or 380 in additional simulations with SNR ∈ {0.01, 0.1, 1} and n = 160 almost
always results in an improvement of estimation performance. The average estimated SNR in
our application is 0.42, which, due to the shrinkage effect, might potentially be underestimate
the true SNR. We also present results of another simulation for n ∈ {24, 48}, D ∈ {190, 380}
and SNR ∈ {0.01, 0.1, 1} in the appendix. The results suggest that, even for a small number of
observations, the estimation performance is satisfactory when the density of sampling is large
enough.
The results of our simulation studies are briefly summarised in the following sections. See
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the supplementary material for a full presentation of results.
4.1. Estimation of historical effects
Though estimation performance for simple historical effects has already been examined in Brock-
haus et al. (2016b), we provide additional simulation results for complex multi-modal effect sur-
faces. The simulation settings are motivated by our application, in which several time windows
may show a relationship between the two biosignals. We thus simulate data sets where the effect
surface is multi-modal for both the s- and the t-direction. Samples were generated from the
model
Yi(t) = α(t) +
∫ t−δ
0
xi(s)β(s, t)ds+ εi(t), i = 1, . . . , n, (16)
for which the functional covariate xi(s) is simulated as sum of κ ∈ {5, 7, 9, 11} natural cubic
B-Splines with independent random coefficients from a standard normal distribution. The true
underlying coefficient surface is given by β(s, t) = sin(10 · |s − t|) · cos(10t)I(s ≤ t − δ) with
I(s ≤ t − δ) = 1 if s ≤ t − δ, else 0. The independent Gaussian error process ε(t) with mean
zero has constant variance σ2 defined via the SNR =
√
Var(Ξ)/
√
(σ2) with Var(Ξ) being the
empirical variance of the linear predictor.
In addition, we simulate effect surfaces with a band structure. This is done by using the data
generating process in (16) and restricting the influence of xi to values s, for which s ≤ t − δ,
s ≥ t − 0.1 and t ≤ 0.75, s, t ∈ [0, 1]. With 40 observed time points the restriction s ≥ t − 0.1
corresponds to an autoregressive model with time-varying effects and a lag of 0.1/(1/40) =
4 time points. With this simulation, we want to investigate whether our approach is able to
adequately recover the effect of xi restricted to a certain number of lags without having to
predefine lags. This would be an advantage over time-series models which have to specify the
assumed lag structure a priori and would allow a corresponding dimension reduction without
restricting the analysis.
Results. For combinations in which n and SNR are not very small at the same time, our
gradient-boosting approach works well and recovers the true underlying functional relationship.
These findings are depicted in Figure 2. As can be seen in the upper row, both pffr and FDboost
are able to recover the true underlying effect well (right panel) with FDboost having an ad-
vantage for low SNR and low n (left panel). For higher SNR, where FDboost shows less of an
improvement than pffr compared to the low SNR setting, boosting estimates may potentially
be further improved by using a higher number of iterations (limited to 1500 for this subsection).
In the supplementary material, we additionally provide estimates with average reliMSE for a
smaller number of observations, visualising the deterioration in estimation performance with
decreasing sample size.
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Similar to the multi-modal example, FDboost outperforms pffr (lower row of Figure 2) for
band surfaces in settings with a lower SNR, whereas for a SNR = 10, pffr shows partly better
performances. As exemplarily shown in the lower right panels of Figure 2, FDboost is often able
to correctly detect the non-zero regions, whereas the typical estimated surface of pffr exhibits
larger parts with false positive estimates.
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Fig. 2: Left panels: Comparison of reliMSEs for the estimation of multi-modal surfaces (upper
row) as well as band surfaces (lower row) and different settings of the SNR (columns). The xi(s)
were generated on the basis of 11 natural cubic B-Splines with 15 knots. Right panels: example
for estimates of a multi-modal surface (upper row) for 640 observed trajectories and a SNR of
1 respectively estimates of a band structured coefficient surface (lower row) for 320 observed
trajectories and a SNR of 10 both with respective average reliMSE.
4.2. Estimation performance for factor-specific historical effects
For random historical effects, we adapt the ideas of Scheipl and Greven (2016) and Brockhaus
et al. (2016b, Web Appendix C) and generate random coefficient functions βf (s, t) as linear com-
binations of cubic P-splines (Eilers and Marx, 1996) for nsubject = 10 factor levels (subjects). The
coefficient functions βf (s, t), f = 1, . . . , ϕ = 10 are then centred to comply with constraint (12).
For factor-specific historical effects, we specify multiples ι(e) of one fixed coefficient function
$(s, t) = s√
2
· cos(pi√t) with ι(e) being centred coefficients drawn uniformly between −5 and 5
for each factor level e = 1, . . . , η = 4, allowing for a more systematic examination of estimation
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accuracy in specific regions of the coefficient function. An additional doubly-varying effect is sim-
ulated by multiplying $(s, t) with centred random coefficients drawn from a standard normal
distribution.
In a first series of settings (correctly specified case), the data are generated on the basis of the
fitted model, including a main historical effect and (i) a time-varying categorical effect as well as
a factor-specific historical effect, (ii) a time-varying random effect as well as a random historical
effect, (iii) combining (i) and (ii), or (iv) combining (iii) with a doubly-varying historical effect
(full model). In a second series of settings, the model is misspecified by fitting a single historical
effect, whereas the data are simulated using a main and (v) a factor-specific historical effect or
(vi) a random historical effect or alternatively (vii) by generating the data from the full model
whereas the model is fitted without the doubly-varying effect.
Results. Whereas the main historical effect for the settings (i)-(iv) shows a similar logarithmic
reliMSE as in previous simulation settings in 4.1, the historical effects varying with a categorical
covariate show more diverse performances and larger deviations. The factor-specific and random
historical effect estimation mostly capture the main features of the true underlying surface, but
are not estimated as reliably as the main historical effect. Estimates for the doubly-varying
historical effect are often shrunk almost to zero due to an insufficient number of observations.
In settings (v) or (vi) where the true underlying model includes a random or factor-specific
historical effect, estimation performance for the main historical effect is equally good when fitting
the correct or the misspecified model. For setting (vii) the performance is practically the same for
the estimation of the main historical effect. The difference in estimation performance varies more
strongly for the factor-specific as well as random historical effect and, in particular, indicates a
better performance of the correctly specified model for high SNR and larger n. The fact that
estimation performance is not affected more strongly is likely due to the orthogonality of the
omitted effect to the effects included in the model, cf. (12) - (14).
4.3. Quantification of uncertainty
In the following, we examine the ability of 95%-bootstrap intervals to correctly identify (non-
)zero coefficients in the manner of conventional confidence intervals by looking at the inclusion
of zero. On the basis of 100 nonparametric bootstrap iterations, we calculate the false negative
rate (FNR) and false positive rate (FPR) over the surface for each of 100 simulated data sets.
In addition, the frequencies of false negative (FFN) and false positive estimates (FFP) for each
surface point across all data sets are obtained. We present results for a model including only one
main historical effect in addition to a model with main and factor-specific historical effects, for
both of which true coefficient surfaces are partly equal to zero. The true coefficient surface for the
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main historical effect is defined as β(s, t) = Q0.001{sin(|t−s|+10)·cos(5s)} and surfaces for factor-
specific historical effects are simulated as multiples of $(s, t) = Q0.001{φ0.9,0.2(s) · φ0.9,0.2(t)},
where Qa(x) = x · I(x ≥ a) and φµ,σ(·) is the normal density function with expectation µ and
variance σ2. We additionally investigate the performance of our uncertainty quantification for a
model including main and random historical effects, which are simulated as described in section
4.2.
Results. Figure 3 depicts the results for a simple historical effect simulation with SNR = 1,
n = 160 and D = 40. Both the FNR and the FPR are below 0.05 in all but a few cases. When
decreasing the SNR to 0.1, the bootstrap approach yields smaller FPR at the cost of a larger FNR.
Considering the FFP and FFN, 8% of all non-zero surface points reveal a FFN of above 0.05 and
30% of all zero surface points reveal a FFP of above 0.05. Plotting the FFN against the coefficient
size indicates that FFNs larger than 0.05 only occur for coefficient values of below 0.2 (below 0.6
if SNR = 0.1). The rightmost panel of Figure 3 reveals a strong relationship between the FFP
and a smaller distance to non-zero points on the surface, with FFP mostly below about 0.1 for
points not next to a non-zero coefficient.
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Fig. 3: Results for uncertainty quantification of a simple historical effect and data generated with
SNR = 1, n = 160 and D = 40. FNR and FPR for each surface with boxplot over iterations (left
panel) as well as FFN and FFP for each surface point over all simulation iterations with boxplot
over surface points (second panel). Third panel: frequency of bootstrap intervals including zero
plotted against the coefficient size for each truly non-zero coefficient surface point. Forth panel:
frequency of false positive estimates plotted against the minimal distance to a true non-zero
point for each zero surface point.
Though the performance depends on the specific surface, the bootstrap approach finds the
majority of non-zero coefficient points in simulations for a simple historical model and tends to
have a FFN of almost zero. A large FFP only occurs for surface points, that are directly adjacent
to true non-zero coefficient points.
For a more complex model also including a factor-specific historical effect, the bootstrap ap-
proach works well regarding the detection of the truly non-zero surface area. However, it reveals
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considerably higher FNR as well as higher FFN particularly for smaller coefficients of both effect
surfaces. In the case of correlated observations, for example given by repeated measurements
per subject, we subsample on the level of independent observation units (subjects). In the simu-
lation with a main and a random historical effect, higher frequencies of false positive estimates
for the main historical effect occur, which, however, are again located around the true non-zero
coefficient area.
In summary, simulation results suggest that the bootstrap approach does not comply with
the chosen confidence level in the manner of conventional confidence intervals, but proves to
find most of the truly non-zero surface regions for all simulation settings. Large FFN and FFP are
mainly revealed at the edges of non-zero coefficient areas, such that an interpretation of detected
non-zero areas of the surface are still possible as long as exact pixel locations of edges are not
taken at face value.
4.4. Further simulations
In addition to the presented simulations, we investigate the performance of boosting for different
parameterisations as introduced in section 2.2 and compare boosting estimates with step-length
ν = 0.1 and ν = 1. The gradient boosting algorithm is defined for step length ν ∈ (0, 1]. In
general, it is recommended to set the step length “sufficiently small” (Bu¨hlmann and Hothorn,
2007) for predictive accuracy reasons, for example in the range of 0.01 and 0.1. A larger step
length and, in particular ν = 1, requires much fewer iteration steps and therefore speeds up the
model fit, but may result in a deterioration of prediction performance due to overfitting. Since
we are rather interested in the estimation performance of model components, we investigate
whether or how much overfitting is a problem in our particular setting.
Results. For the two different parameterisations, performances differ on a relatively small
scale, suggesting that the choice of parameterisation can be based on the given research question.
In the comparison of step-lengths, there appears to be no clear best choice in all settings. Thus
estimation with ν = 1 might be a reasonable alternative to smaller step-lengths, requiring less
computing time and memory consumption due to a smaller number of necessary iterations,
especially in complex models applied to large data sets.
5. Application to the detection of synchronisation in bioelectrical signals
5.1. Data and background
Gentsch et al. (2014) conducted a study in which 24 participants played a computerised gam-
bling game with real monetary outcome. During the gambling rounds, Gentsch et al. modi-
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fied three factors (so-called appraisals) related to Scherer’s Component Process Model (CPM,
Scherer, 2009) and simultaneously recorded brain activity with EEG and facial muscle activity
with EMG. In componential emotion theories such as the CPM, an emotion episode is assumed to
emerge through the synchronisation of the emotion components (e.g., appraisals, expressions,
or feelings). In order to investigate synchronisation processes, Gentsch et al. operationalised
three dichotomous appraisals, which are included as dummy variables in the present data set:
(1) Goal conduciveness, which was related to the monetary outcome at the end of each gambling
round (gain coded as G = 1 or loss with G = 0), (2) Power, which allowed players to change
the final outcome if the setting was high power (hp for short coded as P = 1, else referred to as
low power / lp with P = 0) and (3) Control. The control setting was manipulated in blocks in
order to change the participant’s subjective feeling about her ability to cope with the situation.
Before a block with several gambling rounds would start, participants were told whether they
were going to have high or low power for the majority of upcoming games, which corresponds to
high or low control settings (hc coded as C = 1 respectively lc with C = 0). In rounds with high
control, for example, the player was told to frequently have high power, thereby trying to induce
a subjective feeling of control over the situation, and vice versa for low control. Each participant
played over 100 gambling rounds for each of the eight appraisal settings, which we also refer to
as trials.
Before performing statistical analyses, EEG- as well as EMG-signals are pre-processed (see
the supplementary material for further details). After removing the data of one participant due
to considerably deviating observations, which imply a defective or displaced sensor, several hun-
dred gambling rounds each with 384 equally spaced EEG- and EMG-measurements within around
1500 milliseconds are available for each of the 23 participants. Analogous to previous studies on
synchronisation and, in particular, the study of Gentsch et al. (2014), we use aggregated obser-
vations for each participant and game condition by averaging the corresponding trials for each
time point. On the one hand, this results in less computing time and the feasibility to quantify un-
certainty in effect estimates via bootstrap, on the other hand, this is motivated by investigations
on event-related potentials (ERPs). ERP analysis is a commonly practised method to infer from
neuronal activity. Neuronal activity is thought to be time-locked in delay to a certain stimulus,
wherefore aggregating over a large number of trials is used to cancel out random brain activity
and strengthens those parts of the signal, which are commonly observed for all trials (see, e.g.,
Pfurtscheller and da Silva, 1999; Handy, 2005; Rousselet et al., 2008).
Instead of combining the (spatially correlated) EEG-signals in order to maximize the ex-
planatory power of the analysis, the question of interest rather lies in the dominant influence of
certain selected EEG-signals. We fit a model for each EEG-signal of interest (Fz-, FCz-, POz-
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and Pz-electrode) in order to determine the direct effect on the facial muscle activity. In order
to demonstrate the capability of our approach to handle high-dimensional data sets, we also pro-
vide sample code in the repository for fitting a model, in which all 64 EEG-signals are potentially
included with historical, factor-specific and random historical effects. In the supplementary ma-
terial, we additionally provide a visualisation for the selection frequency of this model after 2000
iterations.
5.2. Model
It is predicted that facial expression is largely driven by efferent brain signals reflecting appraisal
processes. We use the following maximal model
Yil(t) =
13∑
j=1
hj(xil)(t) + εil(t), (17)
for l = 1, . . . , nsetting = 8, i = 1, . . . , nsubject = 23, t ∈ T = [0ms, 1500ms] and Di ≡ D = 384
observed time points in T . In (17), Yil(t) represents a chosen EMG-signal for subject i, game
condition l and time point t in the game. hj(xil)(t), or, for short, hj(t) are thirteen partial effects
of covariates xil including a time-varying intercept, game condition effects (C, P , G) and EEG-
signal effects depending on the selected electrode signal ωil. Table 1 provides the details on each
part of the linear predictor. For the integration limits, we use l(t) = 0 and a lead-parameter
u(t) = t − δ = t − 12ms, which is meaningful due to restrictions given by the neuro-anatomy
of humans and is just below the time lag between EMG and EEG of 14.3ms (Mima and Hallett,
1999). In order to reflect subject-specific variation, we include time-varying random intercepts
and subject-specific historical EEG-effects in the model.
Though game condition-specific historical effects may well be subject specific, simulations in
the previous section suggest that even if the true model corresponds to the full model, estimation
performance is only slightly affected when using a misspecified model without a random factor-
specific historical effect h13(t). As a sensitivity analysis, we also fit the full model including h13(t)
on a finer aggregation of the data, for which we average over fewer trials per subject and thus
obtain repeated measurements per subject-game condition-combination.
5.3. Results
For the historical effects, the estimated coefficient surfaces are depicted in Figure 4 for the EEG-
covariate in the form of the electrode ’Fz’ (in particular measuring intentional and motivational
activities, Teplan (2002)) and the EMG-response signal of the frontalis muscle (raises the eye-
brows). The lower panel in these figures depicts the average EEG-signal per game condition,
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Table 1: Partial effects in the EMG-EEG-model
Partial effect hj(xil)(t) Effect (of)
h1(t) = α(t) Intercept
h2(t) = b0,i(t) Subject-specific intercepts
h3(t) = γ1(t)Cil Game condition control
h4(t) = γ2(t)Pil Game condition power
h5(t) = γ3(t)Gil Game condition goal conduciveness
h6(t) = γ4(t)CilPil Interaction of control and power
h7(t) = γ5(t)CilGil Interaction of control and goal cond.
h8(t) = γ6(t)PilGil Interaction of power and goal cond.
h9(t) = γ7(t)CilPilGil Interaction of all game conditions
h10(t) =
∫ t−12
0
ωil(s)β1(s, t) ds EEG-signal
h11(t) =
∫ t−12
0
ωil(s)β2,l(s, t) ds EEG-signal (game-condition specific)
h12(t) =
∫ t−12
0
ωil(s) b1,i(s, t) ds EEG-signal (subject-specific)
h13(t) =
∫ t−12
0
ωil(s) b2,i,l(s, t) ds EEG-signal (subj.- and game cond.-spec.)
demeaned per time point by the overall mean and with negative or positive values highlighted
in blue or red, respectively. Two further panels (left, center) for the EMG-signal show the over-
all mean, the prediction with and without the historical effects (left) as well as the difference
between these predictions (center). For predictions, the average EEG-signal per game condition
was used. Additionally, corresponding bootstrap results for uncertainty assessment are incorpo-
rated in the figures by different degrees of transparency related to different pointwise bootstrap
intervals BIα = [qα/2, q1−α/2], qa as α%-bootstrap quantile and α ∈ {1, 5, 10}. Surface points
are coloured with the corresponding coefficient value and are less transparent if the specified
bootstrap interval does not contain the value zero.
Figure 4 shows the sum of the estimated coefficient surfaces of main and game condition-
specific historical effects for the four high control settings (the other four surfaces are included
in the online appendix). In all four effect surfaces a similar pattern can be found, which reflects
the structure of the main historical effect. The coefficients near the diagonal reveal a positive
sign at around s ≈ 500ms, whereas the upper left as well as the upper right of the surface,
visually separated by a thick black contour line, are estimated with a negative sign. In contrast
to the upper left negative coefficient area, which is mostly indicated to be not different from zero
by the boostrap, the upper right negative coefficient area is indicated to be non-zero for all eight
conditions at least to some extent. The positive area in between those two negative subareas is
mostly estimated to be either zero or non-zero but with relatively small coefficient values. The
positive effect near the diagonal at s ≈ 500ms is estimated to have the largest values for hc
settings in combination with hp / loss and lp / gain situations and is found to be non-zero by
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the bootstrap only for the latter scenario. This very strong short-term synchronisation of EEG-
and EMG-signal seems to be very reasonable from a theoretical point of view, as facial reactions
including raising of the eyebrows are usually of brief nature and are linked to appraisals such as
novelty, which is consistent in the hc / lp / gain case with low power not being expected in a
high control setting (Scherer, 2009).
The estimated effect can on the one hand be interpreted on the subject level. A person with
a higher EEG-signal at s ≈ 500ms, for example, will on average show a higher EMG-signal (i.e.
stronger muscle activity) for t ≈ 600ms, given the preceding EEG-signal and game condition
remain the same. On the other hand, effects can be explained by relating the demeaned average
EEG-signal for one game condition and the corresponding coefficients to the changes in the
average EMG-signal, which is illustrated by the hc / lp / gain setting in Figure 4. As EEG
values related to this game condition are on average above the overall mean EEG values for
s ∈ [300, 1000]ms, the EEG seems to have an increasing effect on subsequent EMG values and
thus muscle activity, with the effect lasting for at least 100ms.
In theory, muscle activity should be traceable to brain signals. Therefore the results indicate
that brain activity measured at the Fz-electrode only contributes to a relatively small amount in
explaining the movement of eyebrows (difference panels on the left of each plot in Figure 4).
However, for the game condition hc / lp / gain, the model explains a considerable amount of
EMG-activity (particularly visible in the difference plot of EMG predictions).
When reparameterising the factor-specific historical effects without historical main effect,
when boosting with step-length 1 as well as in the full model with more finely aggregated data,
the estimated effects are similar to the reported ones. Further results for the application are
given in the online appendix, including results for the scalar covariates.
Gentsch et al. (2014) analysed EEG- and EMG-signals separately and made statements re-
garding differences in game conditions for one of the signals at a time. Although this and other
similar strategies may yield results on significant changes in one signal for different study set-
tings, no statement on the association of the two signals can be made. In contrast, investigating
the emotion components data with our proposed approach facilitates the modeling of synchroni-
sation of EMG- and EEG-signals in the first place and additionally allows the simultaneous EEG-
and EMG-analysis to differ for influence factors given by the study design. Our method therefore
is able to recreate parts of the theoretical emotion components model and leads to new insights
on the underlying synchronisation process. Specifically, we found associations between EEG- and
EMG-signal that are time-localized (without the need to prespecify time lags) and which differ
between experimental settings, with setting hc / lp / gain showing the clearest association.
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6. Discussion
The focus of this paper is the development of a regression framework for the synchronisation
analysis of bioelectrical signal data. Bioelectrical signals like EEG or EMG are recorded in many
different research areas, as for example, in neuroscience or cognitive neuropsychology, where
the goal is to develop an understanding of synchronisation processes in emotion episodes. In
contrast to previous approaches, which are mostly based on coherence, cross-correlation or sim-
ilar concepts (see, e.g., Mima and Hallett, 1999; Brown, 2000; Grosse et al., 2002), we use a
function-on-function regression model (see, e.g., Morris, 2015) with factor-specific historical ef-
fects. Our model extends the simple historical model (Malfait and Ramsay, 2003; Harezlak et al.,
2007; Brockhaus et al., 2016b) by factor-specific and / or random historical effects. As far as we
know, there are no methods available other than FDboost allowing historical effects to vary with
other covariates. We develop constraints to make the resulting estimates both interpretable as
well as identifiable. This flexible class of function-on-function regression models is implemented
in the R package FDboost. Using the component-wise gradient boosting approach by Brockhaus
et al. (2015, 2016b) for estimation, this approach can deal with high-dimensional data, even
p > n settings, and includes variable selection. The algorithm is able to recover different effect
surfaces, including relationships assumed in time series approaches, and allows for potentially
time-varying associations. The quality of estimates is comparable to those of the function pffr
of the R package refund for special cases of function-on-function regression where pffr is ap-
plicable.
A bootstrap can be employed to assess the variability of boosted estimates. While bootstrap
intervals, due to the shrinkage, do not constitute confidence intervals with proper coverage,
simulations show that the bootstrap approach is able to recover areas with non-zero effects very
well and only shows a larger FPR and FNR at the edges of true non-zero effect surfaces. A better
uncertainty quantification would be a relevant avenue for future developments.
While we do not focus on this feature here, our approach can also model other characteristics
of the conditional response distribution than the mean, such as the median or a quantile. A more
complex yet interesting class of models would be obtained by combining functional regression
models with generalized additive models for location, scale and shape as done for scalar response
by Brockhaus et al. (2016a).
For the emotion components data, our model contributes to the understanding of the compo-
nential theory by estimating a functional relationship between the EEG and EMG signals without
having to prespecify a certain time lag between these two signals. In addition, our proposed
extension for historical models allows for appraisal-specific investigations on synchronisation
processes of emotion components.
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Fig. 4: Estimated coefficient surfaces for the model with EEG-covariate ’Fz’ (plot of average
signals per game condition at bottom with negative and positive values highlighted blue and
red, respectively; signals are demeaned per time point by the overall mean), all four high control
settings and the EMG-response signal of the frontalis-muscle (left panels: overall mean (1) in
grey, prediction without historical effects (2) in green, with historical effects (3) using the average
EEG-signal per game condition in black; center panel: dashed line as difference between (1) and
(2), solid line as difference between (1) and (3)). Surfaces correspond to estimated main historical
effect plus game condition specific historical effect. Different degrees of transparency in coefficient
plot indicate surface points having (1−niveau)-bootstrap intervals which do not contain the value
zero. To obtain a reasonably sized image estimated effects are visualised on a 40× 40 grid
